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A multi-start Dynasearh algorithm for the time dependentsingle-mahine total weighted tardiness sheduling problemE. Angel, E. BampisUniversit�e d'�Evry Val-d'EssonneLaMI91025 Evry, Franeemail: fangel, bampisg�lami.univ-evry.frJune 11, 2001AbstratWe extend the dynasearh tehnique, reently proposed by Congram et al, in the ontextof time-dependent ombinatorial optimization problems. As an appliation we onsider ageneral time-dependent (idleness) version of the well known single-mahine total weightedtardiness sheduling problem, in whih the proessing time of a job depends on its startingtime of exeution. We develop a multi-start loal searh algorithm and present experimentalresults on several types of instanes showing the superiority of the dynasearh neighborhoodover the traditional one.1 IntrodutionIn this paper we evaluate the performane of dynasearh in the ontext of time-dependentsheduling. Dynasearh is a reently proposed neighborhood searh tehnique [5℄ that allowsa series of moves to be performed at eah iteration of a loal searh algorithm, generatingin that way an exponential size neighborhood. In order to eÆiently explore suh a neigh-borhood, dynasearh uses dynami programming. Congram et al. applied dynasearh to thelassial single mahine total weighted tardiness problem (1jjPwjTj) [5℄ and ompared thequality of the obtained solutions with traditional multi-start and iterated desent algorithms.The obtained omputational results were very enouraging in the ase where dynasearh wasapplied inside an iterated loal searh algorithm when ompared to lassial iterated desentalgorithms. However, the appliation of dynasearh in the ase of a multi-start algorithmgave marginally better results than the lassial multi-start methods. It is then naturalto ask if dynasearh is not so appropriate for multi-start loal searh algorithms. In thiswork, we show that this is not true. More preisely, we study the time dependent versionof the single mahine total weighted tardiness problem, and we present omputation resultsshowing that multi-start dynasearh learly dominates the lassial multi-start loal searhalgorithms.In sheduling theory there have been an inreasing interest, in the last few years, forsheduling problems with time-dependent proessing times [1℄. In this paper we onsider ageneral time-dependent version of the well known single-mahine total weighted tardinesssheduling problem. The problem an be stated as follows. We are given a set of n jobs,eah job j has a due date dj and a positive weight wj. The proessing time fj(t) of eah jobj depends on its starting time of exeution t and is given by a funtion fj . We shall noteptj for fj(t). So if a job j immediately starts after a job i, its duration is pCij with Ci the1



ompletion time of job i. We shall onsider only the idleness version, and onsider that allvalues are integer ones.Sine we make no assumptions on the funtions fj , this model aptures a wide rangeof pratial appliations. A �rst example is when the availability of the resoures (e.g.proessing power) vary (e.g. in a monotone or yli way) over time; think for example atthe load of a omputer network. A seond example is when any delay in the exeution ofa job may leads to an inrease (resp. derease) of the diÆulty of the job and therefore toa modi�ed duration; think for example to �re �ghting (resp. destroying a target whih isgetting loser).We denote by Cj the ompletion time and by Tj = maxfCj�dj; 0g the tardiness of job j.The objetive is to �nd a shedule whih minimizes the total weighted tardinessPnj=1 wjTj .Adopting the three-�eld standard notation of Graham et al. [7℄ we will denote this problemby 1 j ptj; idleness j Pj wjTj.This problem is strongly NP-hard sine it is a generalization of the single-mahine totalweighted tardiness problem 1 jjPj wjTj [11℄. Indeed, there exists a dynami programmingalgorithm with a running time O(n3Pnj=1 pj) for the problem 1 jjPj wjTj, but only whenweights are agreeable, that is pj � pk ) wj � wk for all jobs j and k [11℄. There exists abranh and bound algorithm for the 1 jjPj wjTj problem [14℄, but as it is reported in [5℄it annot be used in pratie on instanes with more than 50 jobs. Moreover the design ofapproximation algorithms seems very hard, sine the only known results onern only thefar less general 1jjPj Tj problem with a FPTAS due to Lawler [12℄ in O(n7=�) time, andslightly improved by Kovalyov [10℄ in O(n6 logn+n6=�) time. Sine the problem we onsideris a broad generalization of the 1 jjPj wjTj problem, these results stress the importane ofthe metaheuristi approah if one wants to pratially deal with instanes of this problem.2 Dynasearh neighborhoodLoal searh algorithms, and their generalizations suh as simulated annealing and tabusearh (also alled metaheuristis), are often used to obtain near optimal solutions for awide range of NP-hard ombinatorial optimization problems [15, 3, 4℄. In these methods aneighborhood is de�ned, usually by giving a set of transformations that an be applied onthe urrent solution. In the simplest loal searh method, at eah iteration the algorithmsearhes the neighborhood of the urrent solution for a better one. If suh a solution existsit beomes the new urrent solution and the proess goes on, otherwise the algorithm hasfound a loal optimal solution and stops.In general, the more large is the neighborhood, the less there are loal optima and thebetter in quality they are. Reently exponential size neighborhoods, whih an be neverthe-less searhed in polynomial time, have been proposed for the traveling salesman problem [8℄(see also the pioneer works [16℄ and [17℄), the one mahine bathing problem [9℄, and thesingle mahine total weighted tardiness sheduling problem [5℄.The dynasearh neighborhood we use is based on the swap neighborhood whih gives thebest results ompared to other ones for the 1 jjPj wjTj problem [6℄ [2℄, and probably forthe generalized problem that we onsider.We shall represent a solution by a permutation � = (�(1); : : : ; �(n)) of the set f1; 2; : : : ; ng,meaning that job �(j) is the j-th job to be sheduled.Given a permutation � = (�(1); : : : ; �(i); : : : ; �(j) : : : �(n)) the swap neighborhood on-sists of all n(n�1)=2 permutations �0 = (�(1); : : : ; �(j); : : : ; �(i) : : : �(n)), with 1 � i < j �n, that an be obtained from � by swapping two jobs. A move that swaps job �(i) with �(j),and a move that swaps job �(k) with �(l) are said to be independent if maxfi; jg < minfk; lgor maxfk; lg < minfi; jg.The dynasearh swap neighborhood, introdued in [5℄, onsists of all solutions that an beobtained by a series of pairwise independent swap moves. For example, given the permutation� = (1 3 4 6 2 5 8 10 9 7 12 14 13 11), we an apply the 3 independent swap moves �guredto obtain the neighboring permutation �0 = (1 6 4 3 2 5 7 10 9 8 12 14 11 13). It is not2



diÆult to see that this neighborhood has size 2n�1 � 1.To searh this exponential neighborhood in an eÆient way, i.e. to �nd the best neigh-boring permutation among the 2n�1�1 andidate permutations (i.e. we use steepest desentloal searh), a dynami programming algorithm is used. We use a bakward enumerationsheme in whih jobs are appended to the beginning of the urrent partial sequene and arepossibly swapped with jobs already sheduled in the partial sequene.We note (x)+ = maxfx; 0g for any integer x. Let � = (�(1); : : : ; �(i); : : : ; �(j) : : : �(n)),be a permutation. We note (�i; t) the best possible way to shedule jobs �(i); �(i+1); : : : ; �(n)by applying a series of independent swaps on the sub-permutation (�(i); �(i+ 1); : : : ; �(n)),assuming that the �rst job sheduled in that sub-permutation is sheduled at time t. Wetake only into aount the total weighted tardiness of jobs �(i), �(i+1), : : : ,�(n) and forgetjobs �(1); �(2); : : : ; �(i � 1) when dealing with (�i; t). We note F (�i; t) the orrespondingtotal weighted tardiness of jobs �(i), �(i + 1), : : : ,�(n) in the state (�i; t). We shall put(�n+1; t) = ; and F (�n+1; t) = 0 for any time t to simplify the desription of the algorithmbelow.Now the state (�i; t) must be obtained either by appending the job �(i) in front of thestate (�i+1; t+pt�(i)) or by appending the sequene (�(j); �(i+1); : : : ; �(j�1); �(i)), obtainedby swapping jobs �(i) and �(j), in front of the state (�j+1; t0) for some job i + 1 < j � nand time t0 (to be determined later).We have for the �rst ase F (�i; t) = w�(i)(t+ pt�(i) � d�(i))+ +F (�i+1; t+ pt�(i)): For theseond ase, let tk be the starting time of the k-th sheduled job for i � k � j after havingswapped �(i) and �(j). By de�nition of F (�i; t), ti = t. Then sine jobs �(i) and �(j) havebeen swapped, ti+1 = ti+pti�(j). Finally, tk = tk�1+ptk�1�(k�1) for i+1 < k � j. Thus we haveF (�i; t) =w�(j)(ti + pti�(j) � d�(j))+ + Xi<k<jw�(k)(tk + ptk�(k) � d�(k))+ +w�(i)(tj + ptj�(i) � d�(i))+ + F (�j+1; tj + ptj�(i)):If j = i+ 1, the sumPi<k<j is empty.Finally the dynami programming algorithm an be stated as:F (�n; t) = w�(n)(t+ pt�(n) � d�(n))+andF (�i; t) = minfw�(i)(ti + pti�(i) � d�(i))+ + F (�i+1; ti + pti�(i));minj;i<j�nw�(j)(ti + pti�(j) � d�(j))+ + Xi<k<jw�(k)(tk + ptk�(k) � d�(k))+ +w�(i)(tj + ptj�(i) � d�(i))+ + F (�j+1; tj + ptj�(i))g; for 1 � i < nWe want to alulate F (�1; 0). To implement the dynami programming algorithm wehave used a basi memoize tehnique: an array stores the values of F already omputed inorder to redue the number of reursive alls. The optimal set of independent swaps an beretrieved by examining an array whih stores, for eah job j and eah time t for whih avalue F (�j; t) was omputed, the position of �(j) in the state (�j ; t).We shall assume that the proessing times are bounded up by a onstant pmax, i.e.0 � pt�(j) � pmax, 8j; t. Under this assumption, the time t at whih the last job an start isbounded up by (n�1)pmax. There are n(n�1)pmax states (�i; t), eah one an be omputedin O(n2) time (assuming that the previous required states have been already omputed),leading to a total O(n4pmax) time omplexity. The spae omplexity is O(n2pmax).3 Experimental resultsThere is ertainly a tradeo� between the bene�e of using a large neighborhood in terms ofthe quality of loal optima and the indued time inrease, relative to a small neighborhood,3



in order to searh it. Our experiments were designed in order to determine if it was worthto spend more time exploring a larger neighborhood. To ompare the performane of thestandard and the dynasearh swap neighborhoods we have used multi-start loal searh(MLS).In MLS with the dynasearh swap neighborhood, a �xed number of loal searh areperformed, 10 in our ase, and we retain the best loal optima found out of these 10 loalsearh. In MLS with the standard swap neighborhood, the number k of loal searh is notknown a priori and it is a funtion of the time spent, say T , by the MLS with the dynasearhswap neighborhood, namely we perform loal searh until the total time spent is greater orequal to T . In this way we an fairly ompare the two algorithms. In the sequel, MLSmeans multi-start loal searh with the swap neighborhood, and MDS means multi-startdynasearh, that is multi-start loal searh with the dynasearh swap neighborhood.To speed-up the loal searh algorithm with the standard swap neighborhood, when aswap involving jobs �(i) and �(j), with j > i, is evaluated, only the portion in the right ofthe job �(j) is taken into aount to alulate the ost of the new solution (we use additionalarrays to reord for eah job its starting time, and for eah position the partial ost induedby the urrent solution up to this position).An instane of the problem 1 j ptj; idleness j Pj wjTj with n jobs is ompletely desribedby giving the (1+(n�1)pmax)n proessing times ptj with 1 � j � n and 0 � t � (n�1)pmax,with the n weights and the n due dates for eah job. We have hosen pmax = 20.We have generated random instanes of various types with sizes 30 and 40. For eahjob j an integer weight wj is randomly uniformly generated in [1; 10℄, whatever the type ofthe instane. In the �rst type of instanes, eah proessing time ptj is independent of theothers, and is hosen randomly in [1; pmax℄. This method ertainly leads to the most diÆultinstanes, but from a pratial point of view they are not realisti. In the seond type ofinstanes, eah job j has an ideal starting time bj and is penalized if its starts either tooearly or too late. Its proessing time is given by ptj = 1 + minfpmax � 1; b2�jt�bjjn�1 g. In thethird (resp. fourth) type of instanes, the proessing times are dereasing (resp. inreasing)with the time, i.e. the latter a job starts, the shorter (resp. longer) its duration. Morepreisely, the proessing time of a job j given that it starts at time t is maxf1; bpmax � rj �t � pmax�1(n�1)pmax g for the third type of instane, with rj a real random number in [0,1[, t inf0; 1; : : : ; (n�1)pmaxg, and minfpmax; b1+rj �t� pmax�1(n�1)pmax g for the fourth type of instane.The integer due dates were generated in a similar way than what it is usually donefor the lassial 1jjPj wjTj problem: For eah job j, an integer due date dj is randomlygenerated in the interval [P (1 � TF � RDD=2); P (1 � TF + RDD=2)℄ using a uniformdistribution, with P = Pnj=1 pj, RDD 2 f0:2; 0:4; 0:6;0:8; 1:0g the relative range of duedates, and TF 2 f0:2; 0:4; 0:6;0:8; 1:0g the tardiness fator. When the tardiness fator islose to 1 it means that the majority of jobs will be ompleted after their due dates andthe problem is very onstrained. The relative range of due dates indiates the variabilityof the due dates around their mean value. We adopted the same proedure, with P =Pnj=1P(n�1)pmaxt=0 ptj=((n � 1)pmax + 1) to take into aount the time dependent proessingtimes.We have generated �ve instanes for eah of the 25 pairs of values of RDD and TF, whihyields a total of 125 instanes for eah size and eah type of instane. The experiments wereperformed on a Pentium III biproessor-500Mhz. Average results (over 10 exeutions of MLSand MDS) are shown in Tables 1 to 8.In Tables 1 and 2, for eah TF and RDD values we have three entries. The �rst entryis the ost of the best loal optimum found using MLS (or MDS), the seond entry is theexeution time in seonds, and the last entry is the number of loal searh performed forMLS in order to have the same exeution time than MDS. Table 3 indiates the improvementin perentage on the ost of the solution found by MDS versus MLS.We an see than despite a muh less number of loal searh (10 against several hundreds),MDS performs better than MLS. The improvement an be very signi�ant, for example forinstanes with RDD=0.2 and TF=0.6, we obtain the optimal solution with MDS, whereasMLS gives solutions with a ost of 20.1. 4



rddntf 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.00.2 0.0; 2.3; 366 0.0; 2.4; 122 20.1; 8.7; 217 1966.1; 23.2; 422 12939.8; 24.4; 3900.4 0.0; 2.3; 271 0.0; 3.1; 130 2.3; 10.8; 231 2237.4; 23.9; 405 14287.1; 24.9; 3970.6 0.0; 2.4; 231 0.0; 4.9; 187 0.9; 13.5; 265 3297.3; 24.6; 404 11723.3; 25.4; 3990.8 0.0; 2.7; 186 0.0; 7.2; 235 65.6; 16.5; 306 4356.7; 23.9; 378 17836.4; 25.4; 3911 0.0; 3.6; 208 0.0; 10.3; 280 1035.2; 20.0; 345 6970.6; 25.0; 380 18160.4; 26.6; 398Table 1: size: 40, type: 1, multi-start loal searhrddntf 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.00.2 0.0; 2.3; 10 0.0; 2.4; 10 0.0; 8.7; 10 880.3; 23.1; 10 11769.6; 24.3; 100.4 0.0; 2.3; 10 0.0; 3.1; 10 0.0; 10.8; 10 1245.7; 23.9; 10 13064.3; 24.9; 100.6 0.0; 2.4; 10 0.0; 4.9; 10 0.5; 13.5; 10 2507.8; 24.6; 10 10820.6; 25.4; 100.8 0.0; 2.7; 10 0.0; 7.2; 10 49.8; 16.5; 10 3895.1; 23.9; 10 17010.8; 25.4; 101 0.0; 3.6; 10 0.0; 10.3; 10 994.0; 19.9; 10 6567.3; 24.9; 10 17361.0; 26.5; 10Table 2: size: 40, type: 1, multi-start dynasearhrddntf 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.00.2 0 0 -100.0 -55.2 -9.00.4 0 0 -100.0 -44.3 -8.60.6 0 0 -44.4 -23.9 -7.70.8 0 0 -24.1 -10.6 -4.61 0 0 -4.0 -5.8 -4.4Table 3: size: 40, type: 1Due to spae limitation we present only the perentage of improvement for the othertypes of instanes with size 30 and 40 in Tables 4 to 8. We an see that in the overwhelmingof ases, multi-start dynasearh gives better results. There is an exeption however for type4 instanes. For them we obtain exatly the same ost with multi-start loal searh anddynasearh. This probably indiates that these instanes are solved to optimality.In the paper of Congram et al. [5℄, MDS gave only little improvement over MLS forthe 1jjPwjTj problem. The improvement was however signi�ant for a more elaboratedmethod alled iterated loal searh (in whih a new loal searh is started from a solution\lose" to the previously found loal optimum, instead of a randomly generated solution as itis the ase for MLS and MDS). The explanation we give for the eÆieny of MDS over MLSfor the time-dependent sheduling problem we onsider is the following one. In our ase,starting from a solution �, the swap of two jobs �(i) and �(j) (i < j) an lead to a solution�0 in whih the swap of two jobs �(k) and �(l) (i < j < k < l or k < l < i < j) leads to asolution �00 with a lower ost than solution �, whereas performing �rst the swap of jobs �(k)and �(l) on solution � is not pro�table, i.e. it inreases the ost of the solution obtained.This situation is not enountered in the stati sheduling problem 1jjPwjTj . Therefore, wetake the bene�e of a lookahead apability whih is absent from the standard loal searhalgorithms whih are traditionally myopi in nature.4 Conlusion and extensionsOur work is in the ontinuity of Congram et al. [5℄ whih have introdued the dynasearhswap neighborhood for the 1 jjPj wjTj problem. By introduing the time parameter insidethe dynami programming algorithm we obtain a pseudopolynomial algorithm in time andspae, whereas their algorithm needed O(n3) time and O(n) spae, but we enlarge onsid-erably the lass of problems whih an now be treated. We need not anymore to onsider5



rddntf 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.00.2 0 -3.2 -0.1 0.1 -0.00.4 0 -17.1 0.3 0.2 -0.10.6 0 9.5 0.4 -0.0 -0.00.8 0 0 0.9 0.0 0.01 0 3.5 0.5 -0.0 -0.0Table 4: size: 40, type: 2 rddntf 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.00.2 -3.7 -0.4 0.0 0.0 0.00.4 -17.3 -1.4 0.0 0.0 0.00.6 0 -1.4 0.1 0.0 0.00.8 0 -1.5 0.1 -0.0 0.01 0 -2.0 0.0 0.0 -0.0Table 5: size: 40, type: 3
rddntf 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.00.2 0 0 -100.0 -39.1 -2.50.4 0 0 0 -34.6 -3.80.6 0 0 -97.6 -6.2 -3.30.8 0 0 -15.1 -3.4 -1.31 0 0 3.1 -1.0 -2.6Table 6: size: 30, type: 1 rddntf 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.00.2 0 -1.3 0.1 0.2 0.00.4 0 -15.4 1.0 -0.0 -0.00.6 0 -0.7 0.2 0.1 0.00.8 0 5.1 0.2 0.1 -0.01 0 1.3 0.3 0.0 -0.0Table 7: size: 30, type: 2

rddntf 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.00.2 -3.7 -0.0 0.0 0.0 0.00.4 -13.5 -0.6 0.1 0.0 0.00.6 -7.0 -0.5 0.0 0.0 0.00.8 -100.0 -1.1 0.1 0.0 0.01 0 -0.1 0.0 0.0 -0.0Table 8: size: 30, type: 36



problems in whih the ost hange between neighboring solutions depends only on the jobsbetween �(i) and �(j) whih are swapped. Namely, in the 1 jjPj wjTj problem when jobs�(i) and �(j) (i < j) are swapped, the jobs in the left of �(j) and in the right of �(i) havethe same starting time than before the swap. For instane multiproessor sheduling prob-lems, in whih a swap may involve jobs exeuted not only in the same proessor, but also indi�erent proessors, ould be treated in the same way, by introduing one time variable foreah proessor.The experimental results have demonstrated the superiority of the dynasearh approahover the standard swap neighborhood for the 1 j ptj; idleness j Pj wjTj problem. More elab-orate methods suh as iterated loal searh [5℄ or metaheuristis suh as simulated annealingand tabu searh [15℄ would perhaps give better results, but we think that they should be inagreement with ours, namely it is worth to spend more time exploring the bigger dynasearhneighborhood. A reason for the strong improvement we have notied for the multi-start loalsearh may be the lookahead apability of the dynasearh neighborhood when it is applied totime-dependent sheduling problems. Enlarging the neighborhood would inrease this looka-head apability, and therefore it is natural to wonder how big an we make the neighborhooduntil the bene�t of having a large neighborhood is neutralized by the long time spent at eahiteration to explore it. Insertion moves (onsisting in taking a job and inserting it betweentwo onseutive jobs) ould be added to swap moves, resulting in a bigger neighborhood stillsearhable in pseudopolynomial time using the same dynasearh tehnique.A promising way of improving dynasearh would be to use some kind of branh andbound inside the dynami programming algorithm. We need a lower bounding funtionL(�i; t) whih gives a lower bound on the total weighted tardiness of the best sub-solutioninvolving jobs �(i); �(i + 1); : : : ; �(n) given that the �rst job is sheduled at time t, andwe need a third parameter  in F (�i; t; ), whih indiates the total weighted tardiness ofthe partial solution onstruted so far (this has no inidene on the time omplexity). Ifthe lower bound indiates that the best solution we an obtain by performing independentswaps on jobs �(i); �(i + 1); : : : ; �(n) starting from time t is worst than a solution we havealready obtained, then we need not to ompute the state F (�i; t).For the time-dependent problem we have onsidered in this paper, a lower bound based onthe relaxation of the 1 jjPj wjTj to a transportation problem (see for example [13℄) wouldhave a time omplexity of O(n3), and therefore would perhaps be not ompetitive. Weare now exploring this approah for other time dependent sheduling problems whose lowerbounds an be obtained in a faster way.Referenes[1℄ B. Alidaee and N.K. Womer. Sheduling with time dependent proessing times: Reviewand extensions. Journal of the Operational Researh Soiety, 50(7):711{720, 1999.[2℄ E.J. Anderson, C.A. Glass, and C.N. Potts. Mahine sheduling. In E.H.L. Aarts andJ.K. Lenstra, editors, Loal searh in ombinatorial optimization, pages 361{414. Wiley,1997.[3℄ E. Angel and V. Zissimopoulos. On the quality of loal searh for the quadrati assign-ment problem. Disrete Applied Mathematis, 82:15{25, 1998.[4℄ E. Angel and V. Zissimopoulos. On the lassi�ation of NP-omplete problems in termsof their orrelation oeÆient. Disrete Applied Mathematis, 99:261{277, 2000.[5℄ R.K. Congram, C.N. Potts, and S.L. van de Velde. An iterated dynasearh algorithmfor the single-mahine total weighted tardiness sheduling problem. Tehnial report,Faulty of Mathematial Studies, University of Southampton,U.K., deember 1998.[6℄ H.A.J. Crauwels, C.N. Potts, and L.N. Van Wassenhove. Loal searh heuristis forthe single mahine total weighted tardiness sheduling problem. INFORMS Journal onComputing, 10:341{350, 1998. 7
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